UUJAZ Issue Action Teams are groups of UU activists & advocates who support each other as they take
individual & local action, while building collective power across the state of Arizona (& across the full
spectrum of justice work) to educate & activate the UUJAZ network around a particular issue.
UUJAZ Issue Action Team Member Job Description





Bring your passion for the issue, your personal way of working on the issue, and ideas for how
individuals and/or congregations might engage the issue. You are an activist and a leader
because of your passion!
Be available to attend the monthly Zoom meeting for an hour to an hour and a quarter.
(Training is available for using zoom. If you can Skype, you can Zoom.)
Commit to working together with other team members on multiple ways and campaigns to
address the issue.
Collaborate with team members to develop a mission statement and strategic plan for
addressing the issue.

In the program year (Sept 2018-May 2019), each Action Team will aim for the following goals:










Take action, as individual activists or a group, twice (or more) during the year.
Suggest one expert speaker for a “Justice Strength Building” zoom related to your issue.
Attend one or more "Justice Strength Building” zoom related to your issue.
Prepare a fact sheet, presentation, or workshop for UUJAZ Issues & Action Day.
Publish six “calls to action” via the UUJAZ email list(s) [through Admin Assistant]
o A “call to action” consists of any kind of request for the constituent to take action that is
justice focused.
o At least one call to action should relate to the #LoveResists campaign.
Collaborate with at least one other Action Team on an intersectional event or education piece
(e.g. speaker, blog post, workshop, webinar).
Making contact with two community groups doing related work in the state, to share
information or otherwise collaborate.
Prepare talking points, informational sheet, and/or mini-workshop (15-20 minutes) for UU Day
at the Legislature.

